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Chaos in a Switched Capacitor Circuit1

A. Rodriguez-Va2quez. J. J. Huertas and L.O. Chua2

Abstract

We report chaotic phenomena observed from a simple nonlinear switched capacitor
circuit. The experimentally measured bifurcation tree diagram reveals a period-doubling
route to chaos. This circuit is described by a first-order discrete equation which can be
transformed into the logistic map whose chaotic dynamics is well known.
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Several nonlinear circuits which exhibit various types of chaotic phenomena have

been reported recently [1-5]. Our objective in this letter is to report an experimental result

showing the ubiquitous chaotic phenomena can also occur in a switched-capacitor circuit.

Since switched-capacitor circuits are important in VLSI technology, any potential anomaly

or failure mechanisms due to the onset of chaos should be fully analyzed. This chaotic cir

cuit is also of circuit-theoretic interest because its dynamic equation is equivalent to the

well-known logistic map [6] whose chaotic dynamics have been extensively studied and is

now well-understood. Since the logistic map is the simplest chaotic polynomial discrete

map. the chaotic circuit to be described below is the simplest chaotic circuit described by a

first-order discrete map.

Consider the switched capacitor circuit in Fig. 1(a): it is made of a battery \^. a

linear capacitor C*. a nonlinear switched capacitor component [7-8], and three analog

switches. The state (on or off) of the switches is controlled by a standard two-phase clock

defined by the timing diagram shown in Fig. 1(b). The switches labeled S?(resp.. S°) turn

on in synchronization with the rising edge of the clock signal ^(resp..^.

The nonlinear switched capacitor component —henceforth Called an FESC (forward

Euler switched-capacitor) resistor— is defined by

where AQl is the net charge flowing into the FESC resistor during the n th clock period. V^t

is the voltage sampled across the FESC resistor during ihe (n-1) th period, and K is an

arbitrary positive constant.

We have built the circuit in Fig. 1(a) with C$— \ *F ^.trvci. K —• -> A w*^

using off-the-shelf components and observed the steady-state voltage waveform samples V

for different values of the battery voltage \i. Contrary to our intuitive expectation for a

single-valued relationship between V and V$. we found the relationship to be multiple

-valued over some ranges of the "parameter" \L . and undefined i.e.. chaotic, for other



ranges. This observation is summarized by the bifurcation tree measured experimentally

from this circuit. The familiar cascades preceding the chaotic region implies a period-

doubling route to chaos [6].

To derive a recursive relationship for V„. we note that the net charge AQ flowing

into the FESC resistor during the (n+1) th clock period must be equal to the net charge

flowing out of the linear capacitor C-(charge conservation principle), and hence:

We can transform (2) into several more familiar equivalent forms by defining

If we choose a. - \ / Vj lnd O"0- we would obtain

} s KVs/cs
where

If we choose

and b=V2. we would obtain the well known logistic map

(.-' - j/T+^kX )

Xk-^^Xk^-Xk) Cfj
where

*\Za K

4«-q

Both equations. (3) and (£) have been intensively studied [6] and their global quali

tative behaviors are now well classified and understood. Consequently. Fig. 1(a)

represents the first real physical circuit whose chaotic dynamics can be completely analyzed.



For readers interested in repeating our experiments, the FESC resistor in Fig. 1(a) can

be realized by the circuit shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 A nonlinear switched capacitor circuit and its associated
timing diagram.

Fig. 2 Bifurcation tree

Fig. 3 Off-the-shelf realization of the FESC resistor in Fig. 1(a).
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